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　　Abstract　　Using gene expression data to discriminate tumor f rom the normal ones is a pow erful method.How ever , it is sometimes

dif ficult because the gene expression data are in high dimension and the object number of the data sets is very small.The key tech nique is

to f ind a new gene expression profiling that can provide understanding and insight into tumor related cellular processes.In thi s paper , w e

p ropose a new feature ex traction method based on variance to the center of the class and em ploy the support vector machine to recognize

the gene data either normal or tumor.Tw o tumor data sets are used to demonst rate the effect iveness of our methods.T he results show

that the performance has been signif icant ly improved.
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　　Genome research has become a research area of

g reat interest recently.Different properties of gene

expression can be studied using microarray , such as

expression at t ranscription or t ranslation level , and
subcellular localization of gene products.By compar-
ing gene expression in normal and disease cells , mi-
croarray may be used to identify disease genes and

targets for therapeutic drug s , which can help pro-
g resses in the prevention and treatment of tumor.
Gene expression data are expected to be used in the

development of efficient cancer diagnosis and classifi-
cation platform s[ 1 , 2] .An important aspect of the en-
deavor is to predict tumor types on the basis of gene

expression data.The gene expression data are in high

dimension and small size in general , and contain a lot

of noises.Classifying those data sets is a hard ques-
tion in pat tern recognition.To discriminate tumo r

from the normal based on gene expression profiles is a

difficult question.The traditional methods , which

are concerned w ith estimating probability density , are
not suitable for such problem.Therefore , we should

find another w ay to solve the problems.

The gene expression data analysis for tumor clas-
sification includes selecting important genes or delet-
ing the irrelevant genes , and pat tern recognition o r

discriminating tumor from no rmal.

In this paper , we propose a feature ex traction

method and use support vector machine (SVM)to

deal wi th the problem.SVM , developed by Vap-
nik[ 3] , is based on statistical learning theo ry , and it

has been used in a range of pat tern recognition prob-
lems such as text categorization

[ 4]
and face detec-

tion[ 5] .The mot ivation for the use of SVMs is that

DNA microarrary problems can be very high dimen-
sional and have very few training data.SVM suits for

this type of si tuation.

1　Method

One of the major challenges of gene expression

data is the long sequence.The array contains a large

number of genes(features)and a lot of noises.Mean-
while , the size of t raining samples which is of ten only

in tens is far smaller than the dimension and conf licts

w ith the high dimension.Thus , feature ex traction in

this special pattern recognition is mo re important.
Our aim is to develop a new method to find subsets of

features , which are the representation of the gene ex-
pression data.The idea is helpful to increase the com-
putation ef ficiency and remove noise f rom the gene

expression data.In addition , limiting the number of

features can sometimes reduce the model complexity ,
avoid any unnecessary computation and thus reduce

the risk of over-fit ting.

For pat tern recognition , in general , we try to

estimate a function f :RN ※{1 , 2 , …, K}using train-
ing data.



(X1 , y 1), … ,(Xl , yl)∈ R
N ×{1 ,2 , …, K},

(1)
where l is the number of the t rain samples;K is the

number of the classes;X1 , X2 , … , X l are the sample

vectors;y 1 , y 2 , …, yl are the classes each X1 , X2 ,
…, Xl belongs to.

When K =2 , it can be denoted to estimate a

function f:RN ※{+1 , -1}using the t raining data.
(X1 , y1), …,(Xl , y l)∈ R

N ×{+1 , -1}.(2)

The new method of feature ext raction in this pa-
per is based on the variance to the center of all the

classes' centers.

We first define some weights then select feature

acco rding to the weights.Details are as follow s:

Firstly , we calculate the center vector m k of

each class

mk =
1
nk
∑
X
i
∈ k
Xi , (3)

where nk is the number of t rain samples belonging to

the k th class , Xi is a t rain sample vector belonging to

the k th class.We have

∑
K

k=1
nk = l. (4)

Second , we calculate the center vector of the

classes' centers

mk =
1
K ∑

K

k=1
m k. (5)

Thirdly , we calculate the feature variance to the

center vector mk

σ
2
j =

1
K ∑

K

k=1
(m kj -mkj)

2 , 　1 ≤ j ≤N .(6)

When K =2 ,

σ
2
j =(m-1 , j -m 1 , j)

2
, 　1 ≤ j ≤ N. (7)

Fourthly , we calculate the linear w eight of the

feature (gene j)

qj =σ
2
j ∑

N

j=1
σ
2
j , 　1 ≤ j ≤N. (8)

The larger qj is , the mo re important the feature

(gene)j will be.We rank the features acco rding to

qj and select the features w ith larger qj .

Because the features adopt the mean values cor-
responding to denoise filter , they are more robust.

2　Support vector machine(SVM)

SVM is a useful tool in pat tern recognition.In
this section , we brief ly introduce SVM .Detailed in-
formation can be found in Refs.[ 3 ,6] .

For pat tern recognition , we try to estimate a

function f :R N ※{+1 , -1}using training data

(X1 , y 1), … ,(Xl , yl)∈ R
N
×{+1 , -1}.

2.1　The linear separable case

To design learning algori thms , we propose a

class of functions w hose capacity can be computed.
SV classifiers are based on the class of hyper-planes

(ω· X)-b =0　ω∈ R
N , 　b ∈ R .(9)

They are corresponding to the decision functions

f(X)=sign((ω· X)-b). (10)
Rescale ωand b such that the point(s)closest to the

hyper-plane satisfies  (ω·Xi)-b =1 , which im-
plies

yi(ω· Xi -b)≥1 , 　i =1 ,2 , … , N .(11)

The margin measured perpendicularly to the hyper-
plane equals 2/ ‖ ω‖.To maximize the margin , we
thus have to minimize ωsubject to (11).We then

minimize the function

 (ω)= 1
2
‖ ω‖2 = 1

2
(ω, ω). (12)

The opt imal hyper-plane can be uniquely constructed

by solving a constrained quadratic prog ramming prob-

lem whose solution is ω=∑
i

yiαi·Xi in terms of a

subset of t raining pat terns that lies in the margin.
These training patterns are called suppo rt vectors.
The f inal decision function (12)depends only on the

support vecto rs.

2.2　The linear non-separable case

To const ruct the opt imal hyper-plane in the case

w hen the data are linearly non-separable , we intro-
duce the nonnegat ive variables ξi≥0 and the funct ion

 (ξ)=(ω, ω)+C∑
i

ξi. (13)

Here , C is a regularization parameter used to decide a

t radeof f betw een the t raining erro r and the margin ,
which w e will minimize subject to const raints

yi((ω· Xi)-b)≥1 -ξi. (14)

It can also be solved by quadratic optimization.

Another method is to map the input vector into a

very high-dimensional feature space Z through some

nonlinear mapping.In this space an optimal separat-
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ing hyper-plane is const ructed only by inner product

of two vecto rs in the feature space z(X1)and z(X2)
(z i · z)=K(X , Xi). (15)

The mapping could be computationally time con-
suming w ith the t raditional methods.Then it w ill be

possible to const ruct the solutions , which are equiv a-
lent to the optimal hyper-plane in the feature space.
In o ther words , one can const ruct nonlinear decision

functions in the input space

f(X)=sign ∑
i

yiαiK(X· Xi)-b .(16)

Four typical kernel functions are show n in Table 1.

For a practical problem , only the kernel function

and the regularity parameter C are selected to specify

one SVM .

Table 1.　Four types of SVM kernel functions

Name Funct ion

Linear K(X , Y)=X·Y

Poly K(X , Y)=(X·Y+1)d

Radical basis function K(X , Y)=exp -‖ X-Y ‖
2

2σ2

Perceptrion K(X , Y)=tanh(γX·Y-δ)

3　Results and discussion

We employ the method of sequential minimal op-
timizat ion to train SVM , because i t is easy to calcu-
late the w hole minimum w ithout any ex tra matrix

storage and without using any numerical optimization

steps[ 7] .We use the code w rit ten by Marcelo[ 8] .Be-
fore using SVM , the sample vector X=(x 1 , … , xN)

is transformed into X′=(x′1 , …, x′N)by the normal-
ization

x′j =(x j -min(xj))/(max(x j)-min(x j)),

1 ≤ j ≤N , (17)
where N is the dimension number.The distance we

use here is the Euclidean distance.

The two sets of data used in this experiment are

int roduced below :

Data set I:Gene expression in 13 normal and 14

breast tumor samples.Each sample is represented by

5776 gene expression data
[ 10]
.

Data set II:Gene expression in 47 acute lym-
phoblast ic leukemia (ALL) and acute myeloid

leukemia(AML)samples.The leukemia data set is

available at ht tp://www .genome.w i.mit.edu/
MPR[ 11] .Each sample is represented by 7129 gene

expression data.Among the 47 ALL , there are 38B-
cell ALL and 9 T-cell ALL.

Since the number of the sample is very small , we
cannot remove a portion of the samples from the train

set , and use them fo r testing.Cross-validat ion is a

common method to get the prediction error in such

situation.Every time , we remove a sing le sample and

learn f rom the others.Each sample is tested exactly

once.This is called leave-one-out cross validation.

In SVM , it is flexible to choose different types

of kernel functions and tradeoff parameters , which

are of ten decided according to the performance on the

t rain set or user' s experience.Thus we chose differ-
ent kernels for the tw o datasets.We used linear ker-
nel funct ion in the breast data set(Data set I), while
polynomial kernel function in the AML-ALL data set

(Data set II).We also did the feature ex traction w ith

different sizes on the tw o data sets.After the feature

ext ract ion , we used SVM w ith the same type of ker-
nels as that in the w hole feature set.The classifica-
tion performance in dif ferent number of features is

show n in Fig .1.

Fig.1.　Test of SVM on (a) the breast data set and (b)the

AML-ALL data set using different size of feature set.PN(the dash-

dot line):using all available features;Pm
q+(the solid line):using the

most important features;Pm
r
(the dot ted line):using randomly se-

lected featu res;Pm
q-(the dashed line):using the least important

features.＊ represen ts the real experimen t data.The least feature

number in the experiments i s 1.

The change of the classif ication performance is
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plo tted w ith respect to m , the number of retained

genes.Also show n is PN(the dash-dot line), the per-
formance of taking all available features as a reference

value.Different(the solid , do tted and dashed)lines

deno te the performances when using the most impor-

tant (P
m
q+), randomly selected (P

m
r ), the least im-

po rtant (P
m
q-) features acco rding to (8).In the

breast data set , the classification correct rate of the

best case is 88.9%, while 95.8% to the AML-ALL

data set.In Fig .1(a)(the breast data set), af ter
feature ex traction , the performance can be improved

2.6%—6.3%.In very small feature number such as

60(That is nearly 1% of the w hole gene number),
the performance is improved 2.6%.In Fig.1(b)
(the AML-ALL data set), although the SVM using

the w hole feature perfo rms quite well , we can still get

5.6%—9.7% improvement using a very small part

of features.In the very small feature number such as

72(That is nearly 1% of the w hole gene number),
the perfo rmance is improved 8.3%.Through the ex-
periment , we can see that feature ext raction in SVM

can improve the classification perfo rmance and a very

small feature set number can perform well.This is

consistent w ith the case that tumo r might occur if on-
ly a very small part of genes change a lot suddenly.

In addit ion , we also use different discriminato rs

to classify data set I in the w hole features (genes).
The results are shown in Table 2.It can be seen from

the results in this table that the SVM is a bet ter per-
formance.Thus , it is co rrect to use the SVM in this

contex t for validating our new features.

Table 2.　Comparison betw een result s by different discriminators of

SVM (wi th Linear Kernel), NN (Nearest Neighborhood)and Fisher

using gene expression data set I

Correct rate(%) Error rate(%)

SVM 82.6 17.4

NN 81.5 28.5

Fisher 76.2 33.8

4　Conclusions

We propose a feature ext ract ion method and

combine it w ith SVM to get significant results for tu-
mor classification from gene expression data.The
more samples are adopted , the bet ter the correct rate

of recognition w ill be.This method is useful to devel-

op the DNA chip and protein chip for clinical applica-
tion.Because of achievement in human genome , the
application of gene expression data at tracts more at-
tention.The relative research in methodology is also

more impo rtant.The results we obtained in this wo rk

are only based on limited data , further experiments

based on more data are needed.The correct rate is

no t very high , so there is room for improvement.Our
research on feature ex traction method w ill continue.
The selection of the kernel , its parameters , such as

the tradeoff parameter , and f inding the optimal pa-
rameter of the Gaussian kernel requires many experi-
ments.In addition , we will make further cooperat ion

w ith the biologist and clinical docto r to explore the

potential of gene expression data in our future re-
search.
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